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On 22December 2003 the Emerald Tourist Railway Board commissioned a Wig Wag at the occupation crossing imme-
diately on the Down side of the platforms at Lakeside. The Wig Wag, signal post, and warning posts make a lovely
ensemble of Victorian Railways signalling atmosphere. A Wig Wag signal consists of a red disc which swings from side
to side when triggered. A red light is provided in the centre of the disc and a gong sounds as the disc swings. If the Wig
Wag fails a sign lettered �Out of Order� drops from behind a shield. The first Wig Wag was installed in Victoria at Ames
Street, Carlton, in 1923. The initial installations were of a type that did not have the �Out of Order� banner. The �three
position� type, with banner, was being installed by late 1924. Relatively few Wig Wags were installed in Victoria before
flashing light signals were adopted as a standard in 1932. The last Wig Wag in service in Victoria was at Chanters
Road, between Tylden and Fern Hill on the Daylesford line which was replaced by flashing lights in 1974. Co-inciden-
tally, this was also the last Wig Wag to be brought into service on the 5�3�. A lengthy article on Wig Wags by John
Sinnatt was published in Somersault Volume 12 No 2. Photo: Brett Cleak.
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MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY MARCH 19, 2004,
AT THE SURREY HILLS NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE, 1 BEDFORD AVENUE, SURREY HILLS

Present: - J.Black, W.Brook, B.Cleak, G.Cleak, G.Cumming, C.Gordon, J.Gordon, A.Gostling, W.Johnston,
K.Lambert, S.Malpass, J.McLean, T.Murray, A.Ratcliffe, N.Reed, L.Savage, B.Sherry, P.Silva, F.Strik,
A.Wheatland & R.Williams.

Apologies: - J.Churchward, A.Hinde, D.Langley, G.O�Flynn, S.Turnbull, A.Waugh, R.Weiss & R.Whitehead.
In the absence of the President, the Vice - President, Mr. Bill Johnston, took the chair & opened the
meeting @ 20:47 hours, following the 2004 Annual General Meeting.

Minutes of the February 2004 Meeting: - Accepted as published.  A.Wheatland / B.Sherry. Carried.
Business Arising: - Nil.
Correspondence: - A letter was sent to the Shire of Mitchell again requesting their assistance with obtaining a valuation

of the Archive Rooms at Seymour.
A letter was sent to Colliers requesting an update on progress on the new lease for the Archive Rooms at
Seymour.
A letter was received from Colliers advising that they were waiting on a response from Victrack on
progress on the new lease and requesting further information about the proposed use of the rooms at
Seymour.
A phone call from Bob Whitehead advised of the recent release of a new book on the history of the
railways in Seymour. G.Cumming / J.McLean.

Reports: - Nil.
General Business: - Laurie Savage asked about progress on the replacement of Spencer Street No.1 Box and if it would be

possible to arrange a tour.  The Secretary advised that he was investigating the possibility of a visit to
Spencer Street No.1 Box.
Keith Lambert noted that dwarf signals at Epping had recently been converted to blue LED�s.
Keith Lambert asked if the dwarf signals at Lara had been converted to blue LED�s as part of the recent
works.  Chris Gordon and Laurie Savage confirmed that this was the case.
Keith Lambert advised that the crossover at Chelsea would be straight railed this weekend.
Brian Sherry asked if the Connex �Xtrapolis� trains were permitted to run on the Hurstbridge Line.  The
answer provided was no.
Brett Cleak provided a progress report on the Bairnsdale Line project.
Brett Cleak and Chris Gordon spoke about the progress of signalling works at Ararat and noted that the
work was scheduled to be commissioned in two weeks time.
Graeme Cleak described a recent �Sprinter� railcar test at Rochester.
Noel Reed tabled a set of track junction diagrams from the Sydney tramway system.
Noel Reed tabled an album full of photos showing works surrounding the commissioning of the solid
state interlocking at Hornsby in New South Wales.
Laurie Savage spoke about the new No.8A Platform at Spencer Street and asked why it was being pro-
vided.  It was answered that No.1 Platform is scheduled to be removed by the end of April 2004.
Andrew Wheatland spoke about recent signalling works at Puffing Billy.  A wig - wag was commissioned
at Lakeside on 22 December 2003.  New train staffs and staff ticket boxes have been manufactured for
Nobelius for the working of �Thomas� specials.  As a result, Lakeside now has five staff ticket boxes in the
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office.  The signalling works at Menzies Creek are proceeding slowly and the arrangements were dis-
cussed.  It is not planned to use distant signals at Menzies Creek at this time because of the slow speeds of
the trains.
Chris Gordon attended the IRSE Conference earlier today and tabled screen shots of the work station
displays for the work stations controlling the Regional Fast Rail signalling works.
Work stations for control of the RFR signalling are proposed to be installed at Bacchus Marsh (controlling
Rockbank - Bungaree Loop), North Geelong �A� Box, Pakenham, Warragul, Traralgon, Sunbury,
Kyneton, Castlemaine and Bendigo.  The workstations at Sunbury, Kyneton and Castlemaine will all have
the ability to be switched through to the workstation at Bendigo.
Laurie Savage asked about progress on the extension of passenger services to Grovedale.  Chris Gordon
noted that as part of this project, switching facilities at South Geelong would be commissioned.
Grovedale (at Marshall) will use two position signals.
Laurie Savage asked about progress at Maldon Junction but the status of this work was not known.
Chris Gordon provided a description of the proposed arrangements at Castlemaine as part of the RFR
project.

Meeting closed @ 21:39 hours.
The next meeting will be on Friday 21 May 2004 at the Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre, 1 Bedford
Street, Surrey Hills, commencing at 20:00 hours (8.00pm).

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS

The following alterations were published in WN 06/04 to WN 11/04 and ETRB A circulars. The alterations have been
edited to conserve space. Dates in parenthesis are the dates of publication, which may not be the date of the alteration.

22.12.2003 Lakeside (A 46/03)
On Monday, 22.12., a Wig Wag was provided at the occupation crossing on the Down side of the plat-
form. Healthy State lights are provided.
Operation of the Wig Wag will be automatic for al moves along the main line or into or out of the siding.
The Down approach track circuits commence immediately on the Down side of the passenger crossing in
No 1 Road and immediately on the Down side of the Stop board in No 2 Road. The Up approach track
circuits commence opposite the whistle post for the crossing in the main line and at the fouling point
marker in the siding.
To allow trains terminating at the platform to shunt without operating the Wig Wag, occupation of the
Down approach track circuits will not operate the Wig Wag whilst Down Home 12 (Post 2) is at Stop. If a
train or locomotive is on the Down approach track circuits when Home 12 or Disc E on Post 2 is cleared
the Wig Wag will commence operation immediately. A reverser has been fitted to Home 12 to automati-
cally restore it to stop whenever it is passed by a train.
Occupation of the Up and Down Approach track circuits will hold Up Arrival Homes 13 and 14 at Stop.
If a Down shunting movement crosses the crossing it must clear the Up Approach track circuits otherwise
the Wig Wag will not operate for the return movement and Home 12 will not be able to be cleared for
subsequent Down moves. In this situation, the Wig Wag may be operated by means of the Test Switch. If
an Up shunting movement crosses the crossing and does not clear the Down Approach track circuit, then
the lever working Home 12 or Disc E must be restored to normal (if required) and reversed before the Wig
Wag will operate.
The Wig Wag is fitted with remote radio operation for trolley operations, however, Home 12 must be
placed at proceed prior to departure to test the operation of the reverser. An Override function is pro-
vided using the Fortress Key. Use of the Fortress Key will result in the �Out of Order� banner to drop and
it will be necessary for S&T staff to attend to reset the mechanism.

04.01.2004 Californnia Gully (TS 1016/04, WN 7/04)
Commencing Monday, 4.1., the Down end points are booked out of service due to the condition of the
lever foundation.

27.01.2004 Menzies Creek (A 3/04)
On Tuesday, 27.1., Home 1 (to No 2 Road) was renumbered 2, and Home 2 (to No 1 Road) was renum-
bered 3. Lever 1 was removed from the frame. Closing lever 8 became spare. The B pattern Annett Lock
located behind lever 3 was relocated to be behind lever 1.

14.02.2004 Somerville - Long Island (SW 23/04, WN 5/04)
From Saturday, 14.2., the aerial wires for operating the staff instruments between these locations will be
replaced by a radio link.

15.02.2004 Middle Brighton (SW 21/04, WN 5/04)
On Sunday, 15.2., Down Automatic B427 (an upper quadrant semaphore) was replaced by a new mast
with Style �L� LED heads and an 18 dot LED marker.

16.02.2004 Kooyong - Gardiner (SW 504/04, WN 6/04)
From Monday, 16.2., Automatics DG231, DG232, DG243, DG248, DG269, DG272, DG283, and DG286 were
converted to LED heads. Up Home 9 at Kooyong was similarly converted and a LED co-acting signal
provided.
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(17.02.2004) Newport (SW 31/04, WN 6/04)
Points 615 have been booked out of use due to the condition of E Siding.

(17.02.2004) Wodonga - Wodonga Coal Sidings - Albury (SW 1028/04, WN 6/04)
Due to sighting problems with Down Home AY3 at Albury, the Signaller at Wodonga �A� (or Coal Sidings
if switched in) must confirm with the South Area Controller at Junee that AY3 is at proceed before
clearing the signals for a Down train to depart.
When the Signaller at Wodonga �A� or Coal Sidings is advised by the South Area Controller at Junee that
Home AY3 has failed at Stop, the train may be signalled forward but the Driver must be advised to stop at
a point where the indication of AY3 is visible.

19.02.2004 Horsham (TS 1024/04, WN 7/04)
From Thursday, 19.2., the Down ends of Nos 3, 4, & 6 Roads were taken out of use due to a derailment in
the Grain Loading Siding.

20.02.2004 Epping (SW 508/04, WN 7/04)
On Friday, 20.2., Dwarfs EPP150 and EPP152 will be raised to a heigh of 1.5 metres to improve sighting.

22.02.2004 North Brigton - Brighton Beach (SW 29/04, WN 6/04)
On Sunday, 22.2.,  Automatics B401, B439, B440 and B450 (upper quadrant semaphores) were replaced by
Style L LED signals with 18 dot LED marker lights.

22.02.2004 Pakenham - Traralgon (SW 1024/04, WN 7/04)
From 0001 hours Sunday, 22.2., Absolute Occupation will be granted over the line between Pakenham and
Traralgon. The Absolute Occupation will be divided into three areas: Pakenham - Warragul, Warragul -
Moe, and Moe - Traralgon. Each area will have its own Track Force Supervisor.
The signalling systems will remain in operation during the period of Absolute Occupation.
Pakenham. Pakenham will be switched in continuously. The Absolute Occupation will commence at
Automatic D1919 and Down Homes 24, 26, and 28 will be prevented from displaying a more favourable
aspect that Low Speed Caution for moves towards D1919. Movements to the Down line must be signalled
past Down Homes 24, 25, and 28 in the normal manner. For moves to the Up line the signaller must sleeve
the levers in the required position and display a green hand signal held steadily in the hand to the Driver
of the movement. A hand signaller will attend at Racecourse Road to operate the level crossing equipment
for Down moves on the Up line. The Absolute Occupation will end at Up Home 32. For moves from the
Up line, Up Home 32 must be operated normally. For moves from the Down line, the movement must be
brought to a stand at Automatic D1919 and the Track Force Co-ordinator must obtain permission from the
Signaller to proceed towards Dwarf 30. The Signaller must ensure that no movement has been signalled
towards the Down line and must sleeve levers 24, 26, and 28 normal before granting permission.
Bunyip - Longwarry. The automatic signalling on this section will be placed in the manual mode and
Signallers will be continuously in attendance. The authority to pass Homes 6 & 14 at Bunyip and 16 & 24
at Longwarry at Stop will be by Signallers Caution Order (Form 2377) not by the System Caution Orders.
For unsignalled movements from the single line, the Signaller will operate the points and display a steady
green hand signal to the Driver. For unsignalled movements to the single line, the Signaller will operate
the points and issue the Driver with a Signaller�s Caution Order to enter the single line and display a
green hand signal.
Warragul. Waragul will be switched in continuously. The Absolute Occupation of the Down line will cease
at Down Home 2 and recommence at Down Home 8. The Abosolute Occupation of the Up line will cease
at Up Home 20 and recommence at Up Home 30. Dwarf 16 must be operated for movements from the
Down line to the Back Platform. The Driver may pass the �Limit of Shunt� board after receiving authority
from the Track Force Co-ordinator.
Moe. A Hand Signaller will be appointed. The points at the end of the double line will be placed in the
�Hand� operating mode and secured to lie for the Down line. Prior to an Up movement passing Home 8,
the Track Force Co-ordinator must advise the Hand Signaller who will obtain permission for the move-
ment from the Signaller at Morwell. The Hand Signaller will then operate the points and display a steady
green light to the Driver. The Hand Signaller must also arrange for the boom barriers at Lloyd Street to be
activated by the test switch for all movements. Down Home 6 must be operated for all movements to the
single line and should a failure of the signal occur, the provisions of Section 16, Book of Rules must be
followed. When it is necessary to use the Bank Engine Siding, Operating Procedure 127 must be followed.
Herne�s Oak. Herne�s Oak will not be available for use as per SW 1006/04. During the absolute occupation,
No 1 Road will be relaid and the Up end points replaced.
Morwell. Morwell will be continuously attended. The Absolute Occupation will commence/end at Homes
38 & 40 at the Up end and Up Home 11 at the Down end. Prior to the commencement of the Absolute
Occupation, the Safeworking Inspector will obtain an Electric Staff for the Morwell - Traralgon section.
The Inspector will then release the Master Key held at Morwell for use during instrument failure. The
Master Key will be issued to the Track Force Co-ordinator in lieu of the Electric Staff.
Traralgon. The Absolute Occupation will commence/end at Down Home 1.
Revenue Trains. During the Absolute Occupation revenue goods trains will operate through the areas of
Absolute Occupation. Each train must be accompanied by the Track Force Co-ordinator for the area
concerned. The Driver of each revenue train must sign the Absolute Occupation Order, including both the
time and date. Prior to a revenue train entering an area of Absolute Occupation, the Track Force Co-
ordinator must confirm that all works (including on an adjacent line) have ceased and staff are clear of the
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line. No work is to recommence until the train is clear of the work site. Trains may lock away at Maryvale;
in this case, the Track Force Co-ordinator is responsible for operating the points and confirming with the
Train Controller and Driver that the train has locked away.

(24.02.2004) Horsham (SW 1044/04, WN 7/04)
A new operating procedure is to be added as 75A to the Book of Rules concerning the use by Wimmera
Container Lines of Nos 6 & 7 Roads for loading and unloading. Derails are provided at the Up ends of
Nos 6 & 7 Roads and a Hand Locking Bar on the points leading to No 6 Road at the Down end securing
the points to lie for No 4 Road. Whilst loading or unloading operations are being performed, the WCL
representative must lock the Derails and Hand Locking Bar on.

24.02.2004 Auburn (SW 507/04, WN 8/04)
On Tuesday, 24.2., the co-acting signals for Automatics L247 and H247 were converted to 75mm LED
lights.

25.02.2004 Sale (SW 1043/04, WN 7/04)
On Wednesday, 25.2., LED heads replaced the Style R heads on Posts 2 and 3. Amend Diagram 22/97.

29.02.2004 Gardenvale - Middle Brighton (SW 33/04, WN 6/04)
On Sunday, 29.2., Up Automatics B380, B388, B404, and B430 (upper quadrant semaphores) were replaced
by Style L LED signals with 18 dot LED marker lights.

01.03.2004 Burnley - Camberwell (SW 505/04, WN 8/04
On Monday, 1.3., all of the signals between L151 (Burnley) and H260/L261/H261 (Camberwell) were
converted to LED heads except L220 (Glenferrie) and L241 (Auburn) which were abolished. Automatic
L179 was relocated to a ground mast and the co-acting signal abolished. Diagram 13/04 replaced 11/99.

01.03.2004 Bairnsdale (SW 1045/04, 1026/04, 1034/95, WN 5/04, 6/04, 7/04)
On Monday, 1.3., the train crew operated signalling was commissioned. Diagram 8/04 was issued.
Staff and Ticket working remains in force with the section Sale - Bairnsdale, however trains may be
worked on Staff Ticket. A Signaller must attend Bairnsdale when a train is to be run on a Staff Ticket. Staff
Ticket Boxes were provided at both Sale and Bairnsdale. Master Key 16 for the Sale - Bairnsdale section
was withdrawn.
A new Post 1 was provided on the Up side of the Princes Highway level crossing. This post has a two
position LED Home signal and a light Dwarf. The Home applies along the main line to Post 2. It clears
automatically unless the track between Post 1 and Post 2 is occupied, Points E or F at Bosworth Road
siding are not detected normal, Home 3 is at clear, or the signal is held at Stop by the keyswitches at Post
1, Points E or Points F. The Dwarf only applies for movements into Bosworth Road siding. Two 5P
keyswitches are provided at the foot of the post. One keyswitch works the Home and Dwarf signals on
Post 1 and the other operates Points E at the Up end of Bosworth Road Siding.  A Down Location Board is
provided on the Up side of Post 1.
The flashing lights at the Princes Highway are equipped with level crossing predictors. Down trains
slowing to a stand at Post 1 will not trigger the level crossing even if Home 1 is at Clear. Up trains travel-
ling at less than 50 km/h will not trigger the level crossing until the locomotive has passed Points E.
The points at the Up end of the Bosworth Road siding are now known as Points E. The existing WSa lever,
hand locking bar, and hand operated derail blocks were removed. The points are now worked by a dual
control point machine and are rodded to a derail and crowder in the siding. The main line points are
equipped with a standard point indicator. Two sets of keyswitches are provided. One set is located in
advance of the main line points and the other at the derail and crowder. Both sets have two keyswitches;
one operates the signals on Post 1 and the other Points E. Points E will automatically restore to the normal
position 10 seconds after the rear of a train clears the track circuit.
Hand operated derail blocks are provided in the Bosworth Road siding on each side of Bosworth Road. A
5P keyswitch is provided adjacent to each derail block to allow manual operation of the boom barriers
during shunting moves on the siding. The boom barriers will automatically track cancel.
The points at the Down end of the Bosworth Road siding are known as Points F. They are identical to
Points E.
The existing Down Home Post 1 at Ligar Street was replaced with a new Post 2 with a two position LED
Home and light Dwarf. The Home applies along the main line to the platform. It clears automatically
unless the track between Post 2 and the Down end of the platform is occupied, Points G is not detected
normal, Home 3 is at clear, or the signal is held at Stop by the keyswitches at Post 2, Points G, or the
Safeworking Room. The Dwarf only applies for movements into No 2 Road. Two 5P keyswitches are
provided at the foot of the post to work Post 2 and Points G at the Up end of Bairnsdale yard.
The existing Up Home Post 2 at Ligar St was replaced by a new Up Departure Home Post 3. The Home on
Post 2 detects Points E and F at Bosworth Road siding locked normal and the track beyond Post 3 unoccu-
pied. The normal position of this Home signal is at Stop. When called (by operation of the keyswitches at
Catch G or the Safeworking Room on the platform), the Down Homes on Posts 1 and 2 will first be
restored to Stop. A three minute time out will then commence, after which Home 3 will clear. The Home
will be restored to stop when the train passes it and will remain at stop until again manually called.
The plunger locking on the outer points at the Up end of Bairnsdale was removed. These points will now
be known as Points G. They are equipped similarly to the points at Bosworth Rd siding, with the follow-
ing exceptions. The points are rodded to a set of catch points (the former lead to the Caltex siding). The set
of keyswitches located adjacent to the catch points are mounted on a stand to allow them to be operated
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from a loco cab. Three keyswitches are provided at the catch points: one to operate Home 2, one to operate
Home 3, and the third to operate Points G.
Numbers 2 and 3 Roads have been restored to use. The points to No 3 Road are equipped with hand
locking bars and padlocks and hand operated derail blocks provided in the siding.
The McCulloch Street level crossing adjacent to the footbridge has been permanently closed.
The former Annett locked points to the Car Siding and Timber Siding have been spiked and clipped
normal. Both ends of the inner plunger locked crossover have been spiked and clipped normal. The points
leading to No 4 Road, the Freight Centre Road, and the dead ends of No 3 Road at the Down end have
been spiked and clipped normal.
The former Up Departure Home signal from the platform has been removed. The signal levers on the
platform have been taken out of use.
Two keyswitches are provided in the Safeworking Room on the platform. These switches work Homes 2
and 3.
All signalling has been removed from the Down end of the yard and the line baulked on the Up side of
the former Service Road level crossing.
All key switches have three positions: �N�, centre, and �R�; the key can only be removed when the switch is
in the centre position.  Key switches working points have three indications. A green light indicates the
points are detected and locked normal. A yellow light indicates the points are reverse. A lunar white light
indicates the points are free to be operated. Key switches working signals only have indications if the
aspect of the signal cannot be seen from the key switch. In this case the indications are: red light, signal
normal, and green light, signal reverse.
Insert the following as a new Operating Procedure in Section 34, Book of Rules.
130C Bairnsdale
Train crews will normally be required to perform all safeworking at Bairnsdale. When a train is to travel
on Staff Ticket, Bairnsdale must be attended by a qualified Signaller.
Normally, the Home signals on Posts 1 and 2 will display Proceed, the Home on Post 3 will display Stop,
and Points E, F, and G will be set and locked for the main line.
a) Run Around Movement for Passenger Train
When it is necessary to run the locomotive around the train after arrival into the platform at Bairnsdale,
the locomotive must run forward into the dead end beyond Points H. Points H must be reversed and the
locomotive run along No 2 Road. The locomotive must be brought to a stand at the keyswitches adjacent
to the catch point. After checking that the �Points Free� light is illuminated, the Driver must call Points G
reverse. The reverse indication light will illuminate when the points are set and locked for the movement
from No 2 Road. The locomotive may then be driven onto the main line and stopped clear of Points G.
These points will automatically restore themselves to normal 10 seconds after the locomotive clears them.
Once the point indicator shows that the points have operated normal and the normal indication light
illuminates, the locomotive is to be reattached to the passenger cars in the platform.
Once the Driver has the necessary authority to depart, the Driver must call Home 3 from the keyswitch
located in the Safeworking Room. Before Home 3 will clear, however, Homes 1 & 2 are restored to Stop
and a 3 minute time delay will operate.
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b) Down Freight arriving into Bosworth Siding
The train is to be brought to a stand at Post 1 and the signal restored to Stop using the keyswitch. (The
slow approach speed will prevent operation of the flashing lights at the Princes Highway.) A time delay
of 30 seconds will occur before the �Points Free� light will illuminate for Points E. Points E will then be
called reverse using the keyswitch. When the reverse indication light illuminates, the 5P key is to be
removed and used to clear the Dwarf on Post 1 using the other keyswitch. The train may then move
forward and into Bosworth Siding. The flashing lights at the Princes Highway will operate automatically
for the train. Points E will automatically restore to normal 10 seconds after the train clears them and
Home 1 will clear.
c) Run around moves at Bosworth Road Siding
Prior to fouling the running line the Driver must obtain permission of the Train Controller. Permission
may be granted if the movement will not detain a Down train at Post 1, or a departing Up train has passed
beyond the Location Board.
Once permission has been obtained the Driver must restore the Down Home 1 to Stop using the
keyswitch. A three minute time delay will occur before the �Points Free� light illuminates. When the light
illuminates the Driver can reverse Points F using the keyswitch. The position of the points will be indi-
cated by the �reverse indication� light and the point indicator. The locomotive can then be driven onto the
main line. The points will automatically normalise 10 seconds after the locomotive clears them; this will be
indicated by the point indicator and the illumination of the �normal indication� light. The locomotive can
then be driven to the Up end of the siding. The boom barriers at Bosworth Road will operate automati-
cally for this movement. The flashing lights at Princes Highway will not operate provided the speed of the
locomotive does not exceed 50 km/h.
The locomotive is to be stopped clear of the Up end points. The �Points Free� light will illuminate 10
seconds after the locomotive clears the track circuit. The points are to be reversed using the keyswitch and
the locomotive driven into the siding. The points will automatically normalise 10 seconds after the
locomotive clears them and the Home on Post 1 will clear.
Should a vehicle or locomotive be left standing on the main line between Points E and F, both sets of
points will be locked normal.
d) Up Freight departing from Bosworth Road Siding
After obtaining permission to depart for Sale, the Driver must restore the Down Home on Post 1 to Stop,
wait three minutes for the time delay to expire, and reverse Points E. The train may then depart. The
flashing lights at Princes Highway will operate automatically for the train. Points E will automatically
normalise 10 seconds after the train clears them, and Home 1 will automatically clear after the rear of the
train has passed Post 1.
e) Stabling locomotives from a Down Freight in Bairnsdale yard
When it is necessary to stable the locomotives from a Down Freight at Bosworth Road siding in Bairnsdale
yard, the Driver must obtain permission from the Train Controller to foul the main line and operate Points
F as described earlier in clause c). The locomotive may then be driven to Bairnsdale and brought to a
stand at Home 2. The flashing lights at Ligar Street will cease operating when the locomotive comes to a
stand. The Driver must then restore Home 2 to Stop using the keyswitch. A 30 second time delay will then
occur before the �Points Free� light illuminates. Points G must then be operated; the �Reverse Indication�
light will illuminate when Points G and set and locked reverse. The locomotive can then be driven to the
stabling point in No 3 Road; the Driver operating Points J on the way. Points G will automatically normal-
ise 10 seconds after the locomotive clears them, and Homes 1 and 2 will automatically clear once the main
line is clear.
f) Movements of locomotives from Bairnsdale yard to Bosworth Road siding.
The permission of the Train Controller must be obtained before the main line is fouled. The Train Control-
ler may give permission provided a Down train would not be detained at Home 1 and any preceding Up
train has passed the Location Board.
The Driver must drive the locomotive to the keyswitches adjacent to the catch points in No 2 Road. The
Driver must then restore Home 2 to Stop using the keyswitch. Points G may be reversed once the �Points
Free� light illuminates. Home 3 may then be called using the keyswitch. This will restore Home 1 to Stop.
After a time delay of three minutes Home 3 will clear and the locomotive may depart for Bosworth Road
siding. The flashing lights at Ligar Street will operate automatically once the locomotive has entered the
track circuit. Points G will automatically normalise 10 seconds after the locomotive has cleared the points.
Home 2 will automatically clear once the locomotive has cleared the Down approach for Ligar Street.
Access to Bosworth Road Siding will be gained as described earlier in clause c).
g) Failure of Signals
In the event of a Home signal failing to clear, the Driver must contact the Train Controller. After checking
that an opposing movement is not taking place, the Train Controller may authorise the Driver to pass the
signal at Stop using the special Caution Order form. The Driver does not need to take down a copy of the
Caution Order. Prior to passing over any points the train must be brought to a stand and the Driver must
check that the points are set for the intended movement using the Indication lights. If the required
indication light is not illuminated, the Driver must place the selector lever in the �Hand� position and, if
required, the points manually operated.
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h) Operation of Track Machines
When Track Machines that do not operate track circuits need to operate at Bairnsdale, Points E, F, and G
must be placed in �Hand� operating mode prior to the Track Machine passing over them. When the
machine has cleared the points, the selector lever must be restored to the �Motor� position. When the track
machine is ready to depart from Bairnsdale, permission to pass Home 3 at Stop must be obtained from the
Train Controller and the keyswitches are not to be used.

02.03.2004 Moorabbin (SW 37/04, WN 8/04)
On Tuesday, 2.3., the co-acting signal for Down Home MRN710 was placed out of service to test whether
there was a need for a co-acting signal now that the Home has been converted to LED lights.

05.03.2004 Epping (SW 510/04, WN 9/04)
On Friday, 5.3.,  Dwarfs EPP150 and EPP152 will be converted to LED heads. The Stop aspect will be
given by a purple light.

(09.03.2004) Lydbrook Loop - Cranbourne (SW 16/04, WN 9/04)
Signalling Diagram 1/04 replaced 49/97 �as in service�.

10.03.2004 Merbein (SW 1054/04, WN 10/04)
Commencing Wednesday 10.3., the Old Siding on the Up side of the Calder Highway will be booked out
of service to be upgraded.

10.03.2004 Caulfield - Cheltenham - Mordialloc - Frankston (SW 46/04, WN 10/04)
On Wednesday, 10.3., the software in the Train Number Transmitters at these locations will be upgraded
to give greater reliability and a 0300 hours date rollover.

12.03.2004 Wodonga (SW 1075/04, WN 13/04)
From Friday, 12.3., the baulk in No 2A siding was removed and the full length of the siding was available
for use. SW 1171/03 is cancelled.

12.03.2004 Nobelius (A6/04)
On Friday, 12.3., Nobelius became a temporary Staff station with the sections Emerald - Nobelius -
Lakeside.
The Emerald - Nobelius ticket boxes are painted grey with white lettering and the Nobelius - Lakeside
ticket boxes are painted blue with white lettering. These boxes are an older style of Ticket Box and differ
from the others on the railway. When opening the box the Staff is turned about 10 degrees clockwise
where it must be held against a spring.
A Staff Exchange Box was provided in the Safeworking room at Emerald to secure the temporary staffs.
The Ticket Boxes are normally held at Emerald. A Staff Locked Away box is provided at Nobelius.
The Yard Limits at Nobelius are 10 metres beyond the Up and Down ends of the platform. Yard Limit
boards are not provided.
There are no crossing facilities at Nobelius and trains must not approach from both directions simultane-
ously. There are no fixed signals at Nobelius. Before allowing a train to depart towards Nobelius, the
Signalman at Emerald or Lakeside must confirm that the preceding train has actually departed and is out
of sight of the Signalman at Nobelius.

(16.03.2004) Prahan - Sandringham (SW 47/04, WN 10/04)
Signalling Diagram 11/04 replaced 01/03 �as in service�. The main alteration is the replacement of the
upper quadrant semaphores.

(25.03.2004) Nobelius Siding (A 9/04)
Nobelius Siding has been booked out of service due to the condition of the foundations of the rod lead.

26.03.2004 Menzies Creek (A8/04)
On Friday, 26.3., Point Indicators were installed at both main line points (probably the plunger locked
points) on the Down side of the line.

26.03.2004 Lakeside (A8/04)
On Friday, 26.3., Point Indicators were installed at the Down end main line points on the Up side of the
line.

27.03.2004 Chelsea (SW 51/04 & 61/04, WN 10/04 & 12/04)
On Saturday and Sunday, 26/27.3., Points 7 and Dwarfs 8 and 12 were removed. Amend Diagram 43/02.

28.03.2004 North Melbourne - Kensington (SW 58/04, WN 12/04)
On Sunday, 28.3., Up Automatic E152 on the Broadmeadows Suburban line and Up Automatic KEN456
on the East Suburban line were replaced with new masts. The lights are now LED units.

(30.03.2004) Geelong (SW 1071/04, WN 12/04)
Sidings A and B are booked out of service. Points 49 are spiked normal.

(30.03.2004) Elmore (SW 1070/04, WN 12/04)
The Hunter Road level crossing protection was recommissioned and SW 1050/04 was cancelled.

(30.03.2004) Rochester (SW 1070/04, WN 12/04)
The Northern Highway level crossing protection was recommissioned and SW 1050/04 was cancelled.

31.03.2004 East Malvern - Glen Waverley (SW 515/04, WN 12/04)
Between Saturday, 27.3, and Wednesday, 31.3., the markers lights on all Automatic signals between the
Down end of East Malvern and Glen Waverley were converted to Alstom LEDs.
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31.03.2004 Bairnsdale (SW 1074/04, WN 13/04)
On Wednesday, 31.3., Homes 1, 2, and 3 were
taken out of use and Points E, F, and G were
placed in the Hand operating position. All Key
Switches except for 7 & 8 (which operate the
boom barriers at Bosworth Road) were taken out
of use. A Signaller will attend Bairnsdale for all
train movements and will operate the points as
required. Rail movements are not permitted
beyond Ligar Street without authorisation of the
Head of Safety.

02.04.2004 Somerville (SW 64/04, WN 13/04)
On Friday, 2.4., Down Home F at Park Lane was
renewed. The new signal is fitted with a LED
light.

04.04.2004 Ararat (WN 11/04)
On Sunday, 4.4., the Broad Gauge connection
from Ballarat to the Dock platform was brought
into service.
On the Standard Gauge line, Automatics V2635
and A2117 were abolished. New Down Home
265/6 and Down Automatic V2611 were pro-
vided. These signals are worked by the ARTC
Train Controller. Home 265/6 is fitted with a
plate reading �ADL� to indicate this. Home 265/6
may be placed into fleeting mode in which it will
work automatically.
On the Broad Gauge line, Down Repeating
A2075, Down Home 265/8, Up Home 265/18 and
Dwarf 265/16 were provided. The Broad Gauge
signals are worked by the FA Train Controller
and (except for A2075) are fitted with a plate
reading �FA� to indicate this. Homes 265/8 and
265/18 are released by the ARTC Train Controller
for moves towards the diamond crossing. Both
Homes may display a �Low Speed Warning�
aspect for main line moves if a track circuit fails.
Commence and End Train Order Working signs
are provided adjacent to Home 265/8.
A Broad Gauge Sprinter Siding is provided at
Ararat and the points to it are worked by lever 17.
The normal position of these points is for the
siding and they must be reversed for main line
movements. The points self normalise after the
passage of a main line train. They may be held
reverse by applying a blocking command, but in
this case the broad gauge release cannot be
returned to the ARTC Train Controller.
When Broad Gauge movements are to occur, the
FA Train Controller must request a release from
the ARTC Train Controller. For Up trains, the
release must not be requested until the train has
been issued with a Train Order and departure is
imminent.
Should the grade crossing release, Points 17, or
the Broad Gauge Homes fail, the FA Train
Controller will request the ARTC Train Controller
to place a Blocking command on Homes 265/6,
214/10 and 214/12. Once this Blocking command
has been applied, the FA Train Controller may
authorise the broad gauge train to pass the
relevant signal at stop (via a Caution Order)
provided Points 17 are detected reverse. If Points
17 are not detected reverse the Driver is to
operate the points to the reverse position by the
hand lever. Down trains will pass Home 265/8 at
Stop and then come to a stand adjacent to Dwarf
265/16 in order to do this.
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SWITCHING OUT ARMSTRONG

(Continued from Somersault Volume 27 No 2)

In the first part of this article the development of the pro-
posal to switch out Armstong  was traced from a sugges-
tion in 1938. By 1940 the Transportation Branch had ac-
knowledged that the provision of switching instruments
would save just under £100 per year, however the unsatis-
factory financial position meant that the work was not
pushed. The proposal was remembered when the 1941/2
works were being consider, but placed firmly back on the
shelf. In 1942, however, the situation had changed; at least
as far as the staff on the ground was concerned.

As part of putting together the 1942/3 Loan Bill pro-
posal, the the General Superintendent wrote to the District
Superintendent at Geelong on 3 July 1942 requesting his
views as to the urgency of providing switching instruments
at Armstrong and the current savings that could be obtained.
The District Superintendent promptly wrote back on 6 July:

With the present volume of Military traffic thre can
be no doubt of the saving [of £95 per year] being con-
siderably increased if the switching instruments were
now available at Armstrong.

Owing to additional traffic, Special trains are run
frequently through Armstrong on Sundays and with
a view to keeping down overtime these trains are,
whenever possible, worked through Armstrong un-
der Staff Exchange conditions which means the train
has to be stoped and a few minutes delay incurred
whilt the Staff exchange box is being operated.

If you consider it necessary a return could be
obtained of the actual saving over a period, but in
my opinion the work should be gone on with, and I
recommend accordingly.

Of course, suggesting the preparation of a return to Head
Office was bound to get a favourable response, and the Gen-
eral Superintendent responded on 27 July requesting the
preparation of a return showing the actual saving for the
previous three months had Armstrong been switched out
after the depature of No 49 on Saturday until prior to the
departure of No 19 Monday. The Superintendent also noted
that there might have been other periods when Armstrong
could have been switched out, and he asked that this also
be considered in the return. Finally he asked for the inclu-
sion of the present and proposed rosters.

The Assistant District Superintendent at Ararat was re-
sponsible for preparing this return, and he duly penned the
following lengthy submission on 13 August 1942:

saving which would have resulted. The total saving
reflected is as follows:-

696 1/2 hours @ 2/6.27 - £87.16.11
As the £87.16.11 covers three months, it is esti-

mated that the annual saving under existing traffic
conditions would be approximately £351.7.8.

The greater saving is of course in connection with
the weekend traffic. The running time of a Goods
train, full load, on the Up journey is 56 minutes for
the section Great Wester to Ararat, whilst it is 24
minutes on the Down.

A suggested roster under switching instrument
conditions which would meet the normal working
is as follows:-
Porter in charge No 1

5am to 11 am Mon (meal 7.15 to 8.15) 5�0�
3.45 am to 11 am Tues to Fri
(meal 7.15 to 81.5) 25�0�
3.45 am to 2.15 pm Sat 8�0�
(meal 7.15 am to 8.15 & 12 mid to 1.30 pm)

38�0�
Porter in charge No 2:

1.30 pm to 10 pm Mon to Fri 37�0�
(Meal 5pm to 6 pm)
6.30 pm to 10 pm Sat 3�30�

40�0�
Station to be switched in:

Monday: 5 am to 10 am and 1.30 pm to 10 pm
Tues - Fri: 3.45 am to 10 am and 1.30 pm to 10 pm
Sat: 3.45 am to 10 am

and as arranged at the times required at other peri-
ods by Control.

The traffic at Armstrong is light and station can
be closed from 11 am to 1.30 pm Mon to Fri.

On Saturday it will be necessary to have a man at
Armstong from 6.30 pm to 10.30 pm in case of late
running of No 60 + 42 Goods and permit of follow
on of these trains from Great Western if necessary.
The hours in suggested roster are kept down to a
minimum as on weekdays with late running it will
be necessary at times to keep station switched in af-
ter 10 pm.

The referenced return showed the actual shifts being
worked at Armstrong between 1 May to 31 July 1942. A
graphical representation of the hours worked in the first

Had switching instruments been
provided at Armstong during the
past three months i.e. 1/5/42 to
31/7/42, the actual saving by
having Armstrong switched out
after the departure of No 49 Sat-
urdays until prior to the depar-
ture of No 19 on Mondays would
have been as per attached return
marked A:

387 hours @ 2/6.27 [per hour]
- £48.16.2

In taking the whole period 1/
5/42 to 31/7/42, if switching in-
struments had been installed at
Armstong, and allowing a rea-
sonable margin on shifts, the at-
tached return covering the whole
period shows the approximate
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Costings for work (W&W Branch) Corres ST 668/38
Prepared on basic wage of 16/2 per hour, 7 1/3 hours per day

ARMSTRONG 16/6/43 Plan RA167, S188
Grp Work Hrs Qtity Cost Total
100 Removing wheels etc Item

Machine timbers F3179 1 3
Flat wheels complete 2 4

100 14 21
101 Levers & Locking Item 165

Connections for Switch 1 2
Box
Lever Lock DC 35M1 1 28
Lever Lock DC 34M1 1 14
Circuit Controller 1F?3? 1 8

300 48 265
107 Switch Box, Interlocked 1 92

Polarized Relays 2 30
Line Relays 3 25
Lightening Arrestors 13 13
Casing & Capping 160 ft 3
RCTB Wire 4 coils 4
HG Wire 1000 ft 6
Resistance Units 4 2
Alterations to Circuits Item
Testing & bringing into Item
service
Accessories Item

240 34 212
112 R.G. Trunking & Pegs 300 ft 13

Block shelf & brackets 1 3
60 8 24

114 Copper wire, 150lb/mile 2807lb 140
Copper wire, No 16 SD 20 lb 1
Spindles 56 4
6x4F1465, 50x3F1465
Spindles, Wood, 1F2459 203 1
Insulators 1a405 260 12
Arm Brace 18� 74 2
Aerial Cable, 26 pair 22 ft 2
Line fittings Item 5
Accessories Item 16

512 69 257
115 Terminal Board 1 2

Switch Box 1 5
Distribution Box 5H294 1 6
Telephone fittings Item 1
Accessories Item 2

60 9 25
205 Travel Time 28 28
206 Expenses 29 29
209 Provision 117 117

10% labour 15% material
TOTAL £978

211 Credit Material returned to stock
Locking item £9-0-0 9 9

* Alterations to tunnel (Chief Architect)
£84 labour, £46 material 130
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST 1099

ARARAT 10/6/43 Plan S136 (Modified)
Grp Work Hrs Qtity Cost Total
110 Electric Staff Instrument 1 87

(Miniature Magneto)
ES Instrument Stool 1 4
ES Bell & Bracket 1 7
Miniature Staffs 15 10
Terminal Cutout Switch 1 9
Balancing Magazine 1/2 11
Lightening Arrestors 3 3
RCTB Wire 2 coils 2
Casing & Capping 100 ft 3
Testing & bringing into Item 2
service
Accessories Item 2

130 18 187
114 Copper wire, 150lb/mile 1218lb 63

Spindles 38 3
2x3F1465, 36x4F1465
Insulators 1a405 88 4
Line fittings Item 2
Accessories Item 1

380 23 104
115 Switch Box 1 5

Telephone fittings Item 1
10 2 8

205 Travel Time 2 2
206 Expenses 3 3
209 Provision 44 44

10% labour 15% material
TOTAL £348

GREAT WESTERN 10/6/43 Plan S136 (Modified)
Grp Work Hrs Qtity Cost Total
110 Electric Staff Instrument 1 87

(Miniature Magneto)
ES Instrument Stool 1 4
ES Bell & Bracket 1 7
Miniature Staffs 15 10
Terminal Cutout Switch 1 9
Balancing Magazine 1/2 11
Lightening Arrestors 3 3
RCTB Wire 2 coils 2
Casing & Capping 100 ft 3
Testing & bringing into Item 2
service
Accessories Item 2

? 22 191
114 Copper wire, 150lb/mile 1187lb 55

Spindles 32 2
2x3F1465, 30x4F1465
Insulators 1a405 92 4
Line fittings Item 1
Accessories Item 2

256 35 104
115 Switch Box 1 5

Telephone fittings Item 1
10 2 8

205 Travel Time 4 4
206 Expenses 5 5
209 Provision 44 44

10% labour 15% material
TOTAL £356
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two weeks of June is shown on page 48. The two resident
porters were staffing Armstrong just about continuously.
During this fortnight, the early shift porter generally started
work just after 2 a.m. and finished around 11.30 a.m. The
late shift porter came on around 1.30 p.m. and finished just
after 1 a.m. the following morning. The shifts were often
longer than this, the early turn often being extended to cover
additional trains. These raw hours do not take into account
meal breaks, however, of the 24 Monday - Saturday shifts
only four had sufficient free time to give the porter a full
meal break of one hour. Another eight shifts had an half
hour meal break. On the remaining shifts, the porters caught
an odd mouthful between trains. At first sight, the late shift
porter worked far harder, but, of course, the two porters
would swap shifts, and this was probably why a relief por-
ter was rostered on for 3 hours on Sunday 14 June. Apart
from that, relief porters from Ararat covered two shifts each
week. Both relief shifts covered the late turn to give the late
turn porter two days off each week.

According to the file nothing further happened until the
15 December 1942 when the General Superintendent min-
uted the Secretary pointing out that the staff saving resulted
from the installation of switching instruments was now es-
timated at around £350 per year. The General Superintend-
ent concluded

In view of the heavy traffic now being handled on
this section the line and the acute manpower posi-
tion, I consider that the carrying out of this work is
desirable and recommend it be taken in hand when
labour and material can be made available. This item
was included in my recommendations in connection
with the 1942-3 Loan Bill.

The Commissioners promptly approved this recommen-
dation with the Secretary minuting on 16 December:

The Commissioners approve of switching instru-
ments being provided at an estimated cost of £1071,
to be charged to Working Expenses. The work should
be carried out as soon as men and materials can be
made available.

The Chief Civil Engineer consequently instructed the
S&T Engineer to prepare fresh estimates on 19 January 1943.
The S&T Office Engineer took just over six months to pre-
pare the new estimates, responding on 21 June 1943. These
estimates are reproduced on the previous page (in a slightly
altered layout) as they give an excellent idea of the costs of
putting in switching instruments and the proportion allo-
cated to various components.

The major cost was the additional line wires required
between Ararat and Great Western. This cost is somwhat
disguised as it was spread over all three stations, with about
50% being allocated to Armstrong and about 25% each to
Ararat and Great Western. The total copper wire purchased
(5212 lb), at 150 lbs per mile, gives nearly 35 miles of line
wire. Since the total distance between Ararat and Great West-
ern was only 10 3/4 miles, it would appear that two or three
line wires were to be strung. It is known that the long sec-
tion used a metallic return, giving at least two additonal
line wires over the full Ararat - Great Western section. The
complete cost of the line wire between Ararat and Great
Western was £465 and was budgetted to take 1148 hours to
string or nearly 156 days of work for one man.

Apart from the line wire, the most expensive single item
of work was the alterations to the mechanical frame at
Armstrong at £265. Of this, most of the cost went towards
the locking alterations necessary to put a switchout lever on
a rocker frame. These alterations required a total of 300 hours
work, or nearly 41 weeks of work. This didn�t include the

switchout box itself or the associated circuitry described in
plan S188. This cost another  £212 and accounted for 240
hours of work (or 33 weeks). There was another £70 in mis-
cellaneous fittings such as machine timbers, a block shelf
on which to mount the switch box, red gum trunking, ter-
minal boards and local wiring.

The final major cost was the long section staff instru-
ments at Ararat and Great Western. Complete with wiring
these cost around £190 at each end. The largest single cost
was the miniature electric staff instrument itself (at £87 each),
but the magneto generator cost £31, and the balancing maga-
zine £22 (half allocated to each end of the section). The staffs
themselves were relatively cheap; the 30 supplied cost just
£20 (again, half the cost was allocated to each end of the
section). The referenced plan (S136) is interesting as it sug-
gests the short section instruments were battery miniature
electric staff instruments; relatively rare in Victoria.

As a final comment on these estimates, it is interesting
to note the wage differentials. The tradesmen installing the
switching instruments were costed at a basic wage of 16/2
per hour. The porters operating Armstrong were paid about
a sixth of this at 2/6 per hour.

The new estimates were forwarded to the Chief Civil
Engineer on 9 July with a request that the Chief Architect be
asked to issue instructions for his portion of the work. The
Chief Architect�s work is briefly mentioned in the estimates
for Armstrong as �Alterations to tunnel� at an estimated cost
of £130. The tunnel refered to is the opening under the plat-
form that allowed the point rodding and signal wires to run
from the interlocking frame in the stationmasters office to
the track. The difficulty at Armstrong was that the tunnel
was only 11 foot 10 inches wide, just wide enough for the
current 22 lever interlocking frame, but not wide enough if
the frame was extended to contain a switchout lever.

The Chief Architect responded quickly on 19 September
1943 with the following report from the District Engineer:

I conferred on the site [Armstrong] with Mr Young,
Signal and Telegraph Construction Engineer in re-
gard to the extension of the signal tunnel to permit
of placing switching instruments in the Armstrong
station office.

The attached plan [reproduced on the next page]
shows in black the existing layout of the office, etc. It
will be noticed that the part used as Van Goods Shed
is adjacent to the office with an opening between and
a 10� step up in the floor. The floor of the main office
is very low and should be raised. The existing store
room is used only for filed returns, the existing La-
dies� Waiting Room is not used. (The Ladies Con-
veniences were recently removed.)

The existing Up end wall of the tunnel is brick
from face of platform to front of the building. The
remainder of the tunnel is sheeted with timber. The
tunnel is roofed with timber.

Because of the brick wall of the tunnel at the Up
end the proper direction to extend the tunnel is in
the down direction. The space available iin the tun-
nel between the machine and the end wall is very
cramped and Mr Young desires that, if possible, the
tunnel be extended backwards to permit of easier

(Right) Plan showing the layout of the existing
station building at Armstrong and the proposed
alterations to it. Reproduced with the permission
of the Keeper of Public Records, Public Record
Office Victoria, Australia, from PROV VPRS 421/
P0, Unit 703, File 40/1876, copyright State of Vic-
toria.
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access for maintenance work.
In red in the attached plan are shown the various

alterations necessary to make a satisfactory job.
a) Extend signal tunnel in Down direction to

give a width of 18�6� and back to provide a
further 2�, and erect brick walls to tunnel and
provide rail deck to carry platform.

b) Extend signal bay by 6�8�.
c) Move partition wall now dividing Van Goods

Shed from store room and Ladies Waiting
Room to new position to provide Van Goods
Shed at Down end of the building, the bal-
ance of the existing Van Goods Shed to be-
come part of office (Shelves to be provided in
Van Goods Shed for filed returns.)

d) Lift floor of existing office 10� to match floor
of existing Van Goods Shed.

e) Rebuild chimney of back wall [sic]
f) Antproof the building and effect minor re-

pairs.
g) Paint both in and out.
I have confered with the District Superintendent

who is agreeable to this proposed rearrangement.
Very little passenger traffic is conducted at this loca-
tion, and the District Superintendent advises the
booking window and Ladies� Waiting Room [are not
required].

No estimate has been prepared for these propos-
als.

Unfortunately, the original plan is somewhat difficult
to follow; particularly without colour, and two small
sketches have been prepared to show the layout of the sta-
tion building before and after the proposed alterations.

The station building as it existed in 1943 can best be de-
scribed with reference to the central chimney. The main
portion of the station office was to the right of the chimney
and was divided into two parts by screens adjacent to the
chimney. The front part formed the signalbay containing
the 22 lever interlocking frame. A door to the platform was
provided in the righthand wall. The rear part formed the
office itself with a table situated comfortably in front of the
fireplace, the staff instruments and telephones on the back
wall, safe, and various counters. A third part of the station
office was situated to the left of the chimney and was used
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as a Van Goods Shed. This was reached through an open-
ing leading from the signalbay and had a floor, for some
reason, 10 inches higher than the main office. Apart from
holding the Van Goods (parcels that were transported in
the Guard�s Van) it also had the booking window and a
second door to the platform. At the extreme left hand end of
the building were two small rooms. The front room was a
store used to hold old paper work. The rear room had been
the ladies waiting room, but this was no longer used as the
ladies toilets (which had opened off the back of this room)
had been removed.

The difficulty with providing switching instruments was
that there were no spare levers in the frame, and at least
two would be required (one for the switchout lever, and a
second for the Up Distant). This would increase the length
of the frame by at least 10 inches. Unfortunately the hole in
which the frame sat was not wide enough to accommodate
a longer frame. In enlarging the hole, the obvious approach
was to lengthen the frame at the right hand end; if neces-
sary the door to the platform could be sealed or rehung to
open to the front. Unfortunately, the tunnel wall on this side
was brick and would consequently be expensive to remove.
Extending the frame at the left hand end was difficult as the
pit would encroach on the foundations of the chimney (an
area behind the frame is necessary to house the actual inter-
locking and to allow fitters to maintain the frame). In addi-
tion, the S&T construction engineer wished to enlarge the
hole under the building and raise the floor to provide more
room for maintenance.

The Chief Architect�s proposal was to remove the chim-
ney to the back wall to allow the tunnel to be extended . The
existing Van Goods area would be divided into two and the
left hand portion incorporated into the enlarged station of-
fice. At the front of the building the signal bay itself would
be extended by 6� 8� at the left hand end to almost the full
width of the office. All of the remaining area at the right
hand end of the building would be knocked into one room
to form the new Van Goods Shed. Underneath the station
building the signal tunnel would be greatly enlarged and
brick walls would be provided. The floor of the main por-
tion of the office would be raised 10 inches to match that of
the former Van Goods area and to provide additional main-
tenance room.

Before continuing, it is worth considering what other
possibilities were available to the Signal Engineer and Chief
Architect as this is a significant amount of alterations merely
to extend the frame by two levers. A number of possible
options would seem to have been available:

* Removal of the existing brick tunnel wall and to
extend the tunnel at the righthand end where
there was plenty of room. This would have
avoided any significant structural works.

* Removal of the brick wall underneath the station
office, but leaving it under the platform. This
would have been feasible as neither the Down Dis-
tant, nor the switchout lever, needed an external
connection.

* It might have been possible to avoid extending
the frame at all by converting the Down Distant
to automatic operation and using lever 1 as the
switchout lever. This would have, however, re-
quired complicated locking as it would be neces-
sary to lock the four main line home signals re-
verse when the switch out lever was fully re-
versed.

The Chief Architect�s proposal was forwarded to the Sig-
nal & Telegraph Engineer on 24 August 1943. He responded
on the 3 September that the proposed alterations were satis-
factory and continued:

It is desired to take advantage of this work being
carried out to replace the existing 22 lever interlock-
ing machine by a new 30 lever machine.

The existing machine is 55 years old; it is of an
obsolescent pattern which is being replaced as op-
portunity offers and if approved the additional ex-
penditure would be charged to Working Expenses.

Necessary alterations to the existing machine
would cost £205 and a new machine £550, the differ-
ence £345 being chargeable to Working Expenses.

Here was the reason why the building alterations were
so extensive; it was not a matter of increasing the frame
length by 2 levers, but by 8 levers (or 3 feet 4 inches). How-
ever, it is notable that this memo did not actually put for-
ward any reason for replacing the existing frame. While the
VR no longer installed Rocker frames in new installations,
there was no replacement program and the S&T Engineer
did not claim that the 55 year old Rocker frame at Armstrong
was worn out. Replacement would seem even harder to jus-
tify when it is realised that it would increase the cost by
£345; an increase of a third over the original authorised cost
of the complete switching scheme.

Perhaps the key is the phrase �Working Expenses� which
the S&T Engineer repeated twice in his memo. Money sup-
plied by the government to the railways was divided into
two buckets: working expenses, and capital. Working ex-
penses covered the day to day costs of running the railways,
including such things as wages and fuel. Capital, on the other
hand, was used to buy assets that would be used for a long
time. Assets included the track, station facilities (including
signalling), rolling stock. Normally improvements at sta-
tions (such as the switching instruments at Armstrong)
would primarily be paid out of capital, although a small
proportion would be charged to working expenses. When
the original approval for the provison of switching instru-
ments at Armstrong was given, for example, the total cost
of £1071 was divided into £993 capital, and £78 working
expenses. The important difference between working ex-
penses and capital was that the railways had to pay interest
on the capital portion. Money for working expenses, how-
ever, was essentially a free gift from the government. The
emphasis on working expenses in the minute, and subse-
quently, suggests that the head office viewed this work as
essentially �free� money from the government and conse-
quently the cost was not relevant.

This memo was forwarded to the Chief Architect on 7
September and who responded on 30 September:

In the original proposals subsequently approved by
the Commissioners for this work at a total cost of
£1071, an amount of £130 was included to cover the
cost of extending the lever opening and pit under to
take an extension of the present machine in its exist-
ing position, and no increase in height of the floor
level was contemplated.

As a result of conference on the ground between
Mr Young [..] and the District Engineer [...] very con-
siderable alterations to the whole building are now
proposed as the result of installing a new maching,
including the raising of the floor 10� and alterations
to the van goods storage portion, etc.

Investigation of these proposals leads to the
conclustion that on account of their extent and the
generally poor condition of the building which is
nearly 70 years old, the cost is likely to be excessive s
a large measure of interference would be unavoid-
able.

It is considered, therefore, that it would be a bet-
ter proposition to remove a surplus building from
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elsewhere and erect same to meet requirements here,
leaving the present machine and installation intact
until the new one is housed in the new building,
when a ready change over could be made and the
old building subsequently abolished and any serv-
iceable material from it reclaimed.

A suitable building exists at Korong Vale in the
shape of a Porters Room and SM�s store erected in
1914. This could be released there by incoporating
the Porter�s room and store in surplus accommoda-
tion in the main station building, a proposal at
present being investigated and agreed to by the Dis-
trict Superintendent and District Engineer on sepa-
rate papers now in course.

The matter is submitted for consideration and if
approved, any action necessary to release the build-
ing from Korong Vale.

The attached Plan No 539-43 indicates the new
proposal, the estimated cost of which (exclusive of
Signal work) is £885.

While it is likely that the original building estimate of
£130 would be exceeded due to the extensive alterations
necessary, the Chief Architect was now proposing to increase
the cost of installing switching instruments by £755. Between
them, the S&T Engineer and the Chief Architect were pro-
posing to double the original estimated cost.

The General Superintendent was asked for his views on
the 18 October. The District Superintendent at Geelong was
asked to comment �particularly with respect to the lack of a
booking window as 1062 tickets were sold in 1942/3�. The

Assistant District Superintendent responded on 4 Novem-
ber that a booking window at Armstrong was not neces-
sary. The District Superintendent at Bendigo was then asked
for his views on 6 November; presumably these views were
positive and given promptly as the General Superintendent
approved of the plans on 10 November 1943.

The Chief Architect was instructed to proceed on 9 De-
cember 1943, and to charge the cost (now £798) to Working
Expenses.

On 23 November 1943, the Chief Civil Engineer formally
minuted on the file:

[...] The work [of providing switching instruments],
however, necessitates the provision of a larger inter-
locking machine and as the existing 22 lever machine
is 55 years old and of an obsolescent pattern which
is gradually being replaced as opportunity offers, ar-
rangements have been made for the installation of a
new 30 lever machine, estimated to cost £550. The
extension of the existing machine would cost approxi-
mately £205.

The provision of a larger machine will also in-
volve considerable alterations to the building. Thre
structure is approximately 70 years old and its gen-
eral condition is such that the cost would be exces-
sive and it is therefore consdered a better proposi-
tion to replace it with a surplus building from else-
where, erected to meet requirements at Armstrong.
Such a building exists at Korong Vale, i.e. Porter�s
Room and Stationmaster�s Store, erected in 1914, and
which, by incorporating these facilities in the sur-
plus accommodation in the main building, could be
made available. The General Superintendent of
Transportation agrees and has initialled the plans of
the alterations propsed at both locations.

The estimated cost of the amended proposals for
Armstrong, including the removal and re-erection

(Below) Plan showing the layout of the proposed
new station building at Armstrong. Reproduced
with the permission of the Keeper of Public
Records, Public Record Office Victoria, Australia,
from PROV VPRS 421/P0, Unit 703, File 40/
1876, copyright State of Victoria.
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of the buildings from Korong Vale, switching instru-
ments and provision of a larger interlocking machine
is £2518 chargeable to Working Expenses.

The proposal for Korong Vale will be submitted
on other correspondence.

The Commissioners gave their approval to the altered
proposal on 2 December 1943. It is worth noting that the
cost of switching instruments was now nearly two and a
half times the estimated cost in  1940. It is not even clear that
this represented the total cost as it is impossible to tell if this
included the cost of remodelling the station buildings at
Korong Vale to release the surplus building or the cost of
the new Van Goods Shed at Armstrong.

The actual instructions for relocating the building at
Korong Vale was issued on 8 February 1944. The work of
dismantling the building at Korong Vale was completed on
16 October 1944 when the material was loaded into trucks
and consigned to Armstrong.

On the S& T side, the S&T Engineer was instructed on 4
January 1944 to confer with the Chief Architect to carry out
the work.The instructions to carry out the work at Ararat B,
Armstrong, and Great Western were issued on 20 April 1944,
and altered instructions were issued for the work at
Armstrong on 19 July 1944. No work however was carried
out until the beginning of 1945 due to lack of labour. The
work was completed and brought into use on 22 March 1945.
The new 30 lever tappet frame, and presumably the new
station building, was brought into use on the same day.

The initial switching hours shown in Weekly Notice 14
of 1945 were:

Mon, Wed, Fri ... 0420 until No 30 Goods clears (~1540)
Tue ...................... 0420 until No 17 Goods clears (~0706)
Thur .................. 0420 until No 10 Express clears (~0532)
Sat ........................... 0420 until No 34 Pass clears (~1510)
The times in brackets have been taken from WTT

120/44 which showed the restricted train service on and
after 2 October 1944; the times are identical to those shown
in WTT 100/45 for 2 December 1945. The very short time
Armstrong was switched in on Tuesday and Thursday is of
interest. The proposed switching hours added up to 48 hours
48 minutes. This almost certainly represents a one man job
with a little overtime, so it appears that the opportunity was
being taken to abolish one of the positions at Armstrong.

In May 1945 the Secretary wrote to the General Superin-
tendent of Transportation requesting details of the actual
savings. On 29 May 1945 The Acting Assistant District Su-
perintendent at Ararat responded:

Wages paid to Armstrong Transportation staff for 3
periods 1944, 1945 to assess saving effected by the
introduction of switching instruments at Armstrong
23/3/45
1944 1945 Saving
April 6 £38/0/6 April 7 £27/09/6 £10/11/00
April 20 £36/8/7 April 21£29/09/9 £6/18/10
May 6 £38/7/0 May 5 £29/15/1 £8/11/11

£112/16/1 £86/14/4 £26/01/09
Average saving each pay period £8/13/11
Plus 3 hours at 2/6 per hour worked at
  Great Western daily to make up time
  12 x 7/6 £4/10/00
Total saving each period £13/03/11
Total annual saving £343/01/10

This was, of course, very close to the estimated savings
made in in 1942 of £351.  The 1944 figures indicate that
Armstrong was being staffed for an average of just under
21 hours per day, including Sundays, roughly the same traf-
fic levels as in 1942. The 1945 figures, however, indicate that
Armstrong was staffed for an average of 16.5 hours per day
(if Sunday is included) or 19.27 hours per day (if Armstrong
was switched out all Sunday). These hours suggest that
Armstrong was switched in for far longer hours than al-
lowed for in the Weekly Notice.

However, the vastly inflated cost of £2518 of providing
switching instruments meant that it would take over 7 years
for this saving to pay for the installation (assuming that the
1943 estimated cost was not exceeded; the file does not dis-
close the actual final cost). In addition, it is important to
realise that this level of saving would only be achieved whilst
it would otherwise have been necessary to staff Armstrong
nearly full time. When the traffic levels fell post war to more
normal levels, the savings would also fall. A cynic might
note that the Assistant District Superintendent at Ararat cal-
culated the savings in 1945 with reference to hours worked
in 1944, not the hours that would have needed to be worked
in 1945 with the current traffic levels and without switch-
ing instruments.

None-the-less, given the greatly increased annual sav-
ings generated by installing switching instruments at
Armstrong, the Acting Chairman of the Betterments and
Suggestions Board recommended that a further and final
award be paid to the employee that had made the original
suggestion in 1940. The commissioners agreed to this rec-
ommendation, although we do not know how much this
award was.

There is little doubt that, over the remaining 35 years
that Armstrong remained a Staff station, the switching in-
struments well and truely paid for their installation cost.
Equally, however, it is difficult not to draw the conclusion
that, between them, the Signal Engineer and Chief Archi-
tect �gold plated� this project. It is hard to believe that it was
necessary to replace the existing 22 lever with a 30 lever
one, particularly as this would �require� the replacement of
the entire station building as well. It is tempting to hope
that the Commissioner�s would have asked more questions
had the work been charged to �Capital� and hence be re-
quired to support the consequent interest charges.
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ARMSTRONG

(This summary history of Armstrong is based on David Langley�s history published in Somersault, Vol 4 No 4)

15.02.1876 Line opened from Ararat to Scanlan�s Hill (on the outskirts of Stawell) (Victorian Railways to 62, Leo J. Harigan,
VR, 1962; Working Timetable)

21.03.1876 Armstrongs opened for passenger traffic (Chronological Register)
(31.12.1885) By this date, opened as a Staff & Ticket station (since 1.12.1883) with the sections Ararat - Armstrongs - Great

Western (WTT)
16.07.1888 Interlocked. Twenty lever Rocker frame provided (6 spare levers) (Interlocking Register)

21.12.1896 Main line points at each end together with Up and Down Home signals moved 100 feet further out. No change
to interlocking. Diagram 888/98 in service. (IR, Weekly Notice 25)

12.10.1897 Staff & Ticket working replaced by (Large) Electric Staff system with the same sections (Ararat - Armstrongs
- Great Western). (WN 14)

(01.07.1899) By this date, interlocking frame contained 6 signal levers, 4 point levers, 4 lockbar levers, & 6 spaces (IR)
10.09.1902 Armstrongs closed as Electric Staff station after 0530 Down has cleared Great Western. New section Ararat B

- Great Western. Interlocking frame and all signals abolished. No 2 Road taken out (possibly spiked out of
use?). Main line points rodded to the catch points in No 3 Road and secured by Staff Locks. Telegraph instrument
removed. (WN 36, IR, Special Locks Register #1)

12.09.1902 Caretaker placed in charge. Supervised by SM Great Western. (WN 36)
(09.05.1904) Renamed �Armstrong� concurrently with issue of Winter timetable (WN 19)
12.12.1905 Interlocking restored. �Apparatus reconstructed� and is now a 14 lever frame containing 6 signal levers, 4

point levers, 4 lockbar levers & no spaces. Staff locks removed. (IR, SLR 1)
(18.12.1905) Reopened as Electric Staff station with the sections Ararat B - Armstrong - Great Western (WN 51)

09.05.1906 Temporarily closed as an Electric Staff and telegraph station. Staff sections now Ararat - Great Western.
Caretaker provided, supervised by SM Great Western. No 2 Road spiked out of use and signals to that road
crossed. Interlocking frame secured by a staff lock. Signals for No 1 Road normally at clear. Guard to work
frame when it is necessary to shunt. Only daylight trains to work station. (WN 19)

(28.05.1906) Instructions for working frame corrected (WN 49)
(27.05.1907) Man placed in charge. Almost certainly marks the reopening as an Electric Staff station (WN 21)
(09.03.1908) Closed as an Electric Staff station. Caretaker provided. Interlocking worked as in 1906. (WN 10 - note repeated

in following Weekly Notice)
(14.12.1908) Reopened as an Electric Staff station (WN 50)
(17.05.1909) Caretaker provided. Almost certainly marks the closing as an Electric Staff station (WN 20)
(??.12.1909) By this date open as an Electric Staff station (WTT)
11.01.1911 Dead end extension of No 2 Road provided at Up end to allow long trains to be crossed. Additional Posts 3, 4,

and 5 provided and remaining posts renumbered. �Apparatus reconstructed� and is now a 22 lever Rocker
frame with 11 signal levers, 4 point levers, 4 lockbar levers, & 3 spaces. Diagram 1/11 replaced 801/05. (WN
3, IR)
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(03.04.1913) Miniature Electric Staff instruments replace the Large instruments Ararat B - Armstrong - Great Western (WN
9)

(24.05.1927) Automatic Electric Staff Exchange apparatus provided (WN 21 extracts)
08.03.1928 No 2 Road extended at Up end by connecting dead end extension into running line and relocating Up end

main line points further out. Departure Homes from Nos 1 and 2 Roads provided. Posts 3 & 4 abolished and
new Post 4 provided. Posts 6 & 7 renumbered. Diagram 6/28 replaced 49/19. All levers in frame now working
(WN 12, IR)

13.10.1928 Stationmaster withdrawn. Now worked under caretaker
conditions (by Porters or Assistant Station Masters)
supervised by SM Ararat (WN 42)

(13.11.1928) Staff Exchange Box provided. To be used for 0555 Up Mixed
daily. (WN 46)

16.03.1929 Track locking provided between Up and Down Distant
signals (WN 17)

12.04.1933 No 3 Road extended 163 feet at Up end and 265 feet at Down
end. Post 4 relocated 165 feet further out. Extenstion to allow
engine of spoil train regrading bank to run around train
(WN 18 extracts, The Glenorchy - Ararat Regrading 1933-
1934, F.B. Andrews, ARHS Bulletin, No 335 (May 1967) p99)

06.03.1933 Work commenced raising the bank between 135 miles 71
chains and 136 miles 47 chains on Up side of Armstrong to
reduce grade to 1 in 100. (Andrews)

04.04.1933 Track locking disabled and Down Distant fixed during
regrading operations (Memo from SGTS to DS Ballarat
28.3.33)

24.04.1933 Work commenced raising the bank between 136 miles 50
chains and 137 miles 29 chains on Down side of Armstrong
to reduce grade to 1 in 100. (Andrews)

04.10.1933 Temporary plunger locking, etc, at Down end of yard
removed and interlocking restored. (A1724)

06.10.1933 Points 17 disconnected from frame, worked by WSa lever
and secured by a plunger lock for both Nos 1 & 2 Roads.
Homes 11 & 19 disconnected from frame and worked by
two quadrant levers at points. Quadrants secured by Annett
locks with duplicate locks on interlocking frame (A1724)

31.12.1933 Regrading on Up and Down sides completed (Andrews)
27.05.1940 Down Outer Home (Post 1B) provided worked by lever 22.

Down Distant relocated further out. Lever control of Down
Distant removed an Distant will now clear automatically
whenever all Homes in advance are at Clear. Diagram 9/40
replaced 6/28. (IR, WN 23, AGST 12/411/3)

(04.06.1940) Special instruction issued: Before giving Line Clear for a
Down Train, a clear line must exist to the Down Homes on
Post 2 (WN 23, AGST 12/416/2)

22.03.1945 New 30 lever A pattern frame provided in new station
building. No change to signals or points. Switching
instrument provided (interlocked, without train); new long
section Ararat B - Great Western (WN 14, IR)

(22.05.1945) Staff Exchange Box removed (WN 21, AGST 16/206/2)
20.02.1963 Post 8 renewed (Chronological Index)
02.12.1969 Dead end at Down end of No 3 Road abolished (CI)
09.12.1969 Catches 14 & 16 replaced by Derails (CI)
11.02.1970 Lockbars 11, 13, 17, & 19 removed and lever locks provided

to hold point levers (WN 7)
(12.09.1972) Closed to passengers (WN 37)
20.10.1980 Switched out from this date and will remain switched out

until further notice. No 3 Road not available for traffic (WN
44)

26.10.1981 Abolished. Interlocking removed and all points and signals
removed. (IR, CI)

(20.04.1982) Now No-one-in-charge (WN 16 extracts)


